HUSKY X

THE AGILE & FLEXIBLE PARK EXPERT

HUSKY X

COMPACT SIZE MEETS
AGILITY AND FLEXIBILITY
With its compact size and renowned performance, the HUSKY X
is the ideal tool to work on small scale terrain parks, terrainbased learning builds or interior ski centers. Benefiting
from a Tier 4 final engine and state-of-the-art operator cab,
this nimble snow groomer delivers optimal power while
keeping exhaust emission levels at their lowest. Packed
with an array of user-friendly controls, it allows the operator
to easily maneuver in tight constructions and deliver the
same high-level quality results as with the larger vehicles.

MANEUVERABILITY AT ITS BEST

MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY

With an increased vertical blade movement, up to 19˚ (8˚ up and 11˚

Think of the HUSKY X as the perfect work tool: agile yet powerful, able to operate

down) more than on a standard unit, the HUSKY X allows better control

in any park size whether outdoor or even indoor, and above all powered by the most

over the creation and maintenance of jumps, landings and other park

fuel-efficient engine technology. The HUSKY X will not only impress by accomplishing

features. Adapted hydraulic pumps ensure optimal response of the blade

amazing park constructions, it also boasts impressive savings due to its size

for that precise maneuverability every park operator is looking for.

and the fact it can be used for many purposes in a ski area.

The HUSKY X is undoubtedly the most agile park builder in the industry.

TECHNICAL DATA
Engine: MTU OM 934 LA
Power output: 170 kW/231 hp (ECE) / 228 bhp
Max. torque: 900 Nm @ 1,200-1,600 min | 950 Nm @ 1,200-1,600 min
Displacement: 5.1 l
Engine layout: In line 4 cylinder, direct injection, common rail
Exhaust emission standard: Stage IV/ Tier 4 final | Stage V
Available vehicle widths (incl. tracks) : 2.5 m/2.8 m/3.1 m (98 in/110 in/122 in)

STANDARD FEATURES AND OPTIONS
Push frame with park movement configuration
Inclinometer on blade and vehicle
Adapted hydraulic pumps for faster blade response
Increased vertical blade range (+8˚/-11˚)
Ready for FLEET MANAGEMENT & SNOW MEASUREMENT modules
State-of-the-art operator cab providing optimal visibilty

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Contact your local PRINOTH Sales Representative or visit prinoth.com

